
1978 Oxford University Press
Radical Nationalism in Cameroun
Social Origins of the U.P.C. Rebellion
Richard A. Joseph
'Richard Joseph was among the last students of Thomas Hodgkin and this
book is an excellent tribute to both supervisor and student . . . The whole
study is one of considerable distinction and should be read by any serious
Africanist. It will also be valuable to those studying rural politics in
underdeveloped countries.' British Book News. £15 Oxford Studies in
African Affairs

The Kano Civil War and British Over-Rule
1882-1940
Adama Fika
This study is concerned with the impact of British colonial rule on the
city and emirate of Kano. But it has far wider implications, as Kano
proved to be the testing ground for the particular blend of British
Indirect Rule, which was later exported to Southern Nigeria and other
parts of British-ruled Africa. This is the first major survey to examine this
period of Kano history in its entirety. Illustrated £10

Mende Government and Politics under
Colonial Rule
A Historical Study of Political Change
in Sierra Leone 1890-1937
Arthur Abraham
Existing interpretations of Sierra Leone's history and culture have been
based on a biased literature of the colonial period. This book aims to
correct this outlook; local and national archives and oral traditions
enable the author to challenge these interpretations. He argues that
political change was largely the result of African reaction to European
domination and not merely the consequence of a one-sided colonial
policy. £8 Sierra Leone University Press

African Traditional Architecture
A Study of the Housing Settlement Patterns
of Rural Kenya
Kaj B. Anderson
This photographic survey of housing and settlement patterns in rural
Kenya seeks to draw attention to a largely overlooked area of study. It
examines the relationship between climate, physical and social environment,
and the housing facilities used by the majority of Kenyans, and seeks an
integration of man, activity, and environment incorporating the best of
traditional and modern techniques and methods. Illustrated £12.75
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Heinrich Scholler/Paul Brietzke African Studies No. 92
ETHIOPIA: REVOLUTION, LAW AND POLITICS

216 pp., DM 44.-/ISBN 3 8039 0136 7

Ethiopia: Revolution, Law and Politics chronicles and analyses the momentous events that led to the
deposal of Haite Selassie I and the seizure of power by the anonymous 120-man military council.
Briefly setting these events in their historical context and treating them comparatively, the book
details the complex interrelation of law and politics resulting from a revolutionary socialist regime's
attempts to grapple with problems that echo throughout the Third World.

Although the 'style* of Ethiopian politics has remained unchanged and law continues to be comple-
mentary to, rather than a limitation upon, the political process, radically different policies are being
implemented and new approaches to law are being utilised in response to the crises of legitimacy,
stability, justice, popular participation and legal penetration. After the suspension of Haile Selassie's
Constitution, 'constitutional' rules were designed in an attempt to legitimate and stabilise the new
regime. Few changes in administrative law were introduced and direct military supervision of the
bureaucracy was instituted. Changes in penal law and procedure, designed to increase the speed and
certainty of conviction of 'enemies of the people', represent significant truncations of human rights.
Ethiopian Socialism has manifested itself in the nationalisation of business concerns, urban land reform
and agrarian reforms.

As eyewitnesses, the authors convey some of the interest and excitement engendered and provide a
balanced account of recent events in Ethiopia. Detailed appendices - many of which have previously
been available only in Amharic - document the authors' findings.

Im Man 1974 begann die athiopische Armee die Kontrolle uber das Land auszuiiben, und im September
wurde Haile Selassie I. von ihr abgesetzt. Die Verfasser legen eine ausgewogene Analyse des schritt-
weisen Prozesses vor, durch den das unbekannte 120 Mann starke Militarkommittee zur Macht kam.
Die komplexe Wechselbeziehung von Recht und Politik wird hier im Falle eines revolutiona'ren,
sozialistischen Regimes aufgeieigt, das sich mic den allgemeinen Schwierigkeiten der Dritten Welt
hinsichtlich Legitimitat, Stabilitat, Rechtsordnung, Volksbeteitigung und Ausdehnung der Rechts-
staatlichkeit auseinander setzen muB. Die radikal sich vom Bisherigen unterscheidende Politik zeigt
sich in neuen Rechtsans'a'tzen bei Verfassungsrecht, Strafrecht und ProzeBverfahren. Athiopischer
Sozialismus tritt zutage durch National isierung des Handels, stadtische Bodenreform und landwirt-
schaftliche Reformen. Detaillierte Quellen, von denen viele bisher nur in amharischer Sprache zugang-
iich waren, vervollstindigen die Ergebnisse der Verfasser.
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THE UNIVERSITY OF ZAMBIA
INSTITUTE FOR AFRICAN STUDIES

(formerly Rhodes-Livingstone Institute)
P.O. Box 900, Lusaka, Zambia

PUBLICATIONS: Book Reviews by:
African Social Research (bi-annual Lucia Omondi, Edwin M. Koloko, E.

journal) Chuungwe Kaunga, C. M. Ushewokunze,
Zambian Papers (annual) W. E. Rau, I. M. Maimbolwa, Judson
Communications (annual) Crews and John H. Robertson
Zambia Past and Present (annual)
Books SUBSCRIPTIONS:

. o _ x . , . ¥ FULL SUBSCRIPTIONS entitle subscribers
AFRICAN SOCIAL RESEARCH NO. 25. June t o reCeive two issues of African Social
I"'" Research and one issue each of Zambian
Contents Papers and Communications per annum,
The Institute for African Studies in the p o s t free"

University of Zambia: Problems and
Prospects by Mubanga E. Kashoki

The African University and Social Reform
by Lyson P. Tembo R a t e s a r e :

The Requirement of Domestic Participa- East and Central Africa K10.00
tion in the New Mining Ventures in United States and Canada:
Zambia by Muna Ndulo Institutional $25.00

Career Aspirations and Opportunities in Personal $20.00
Nigeria by A. O. Sanda United Kingdom and elsewhere £10.00
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AFRICANA
JOURNAL

A BIBLIOGRAPHIC

AND

REVIEW QUARTERLY

Africans Journal is the only publication of its kind, providing
regular bibliographic and review coverage of all areas of African
studies: It includes bibliographic articles of research interest to
Africanists in all disciplines, reviews of new African titles, and an
extensive bibliography of current books on Africa published
throughout the world. It is a unique and essential resource for
students of Africa.

Recent and forthcoming articles include:

"Bibliography of Rhodesia" by Patrick O'Meara and Jean
Gosebrink

"French Newspapers as a Source of African History" by Richard
Smith

"A Select Annotated Bibliography of Travel Books on Ethiopia"
by Rita and Richard Pankhurst

In addition each issue contains book reviews and a current bibliography
listing 300-400 titles, classified by subject or country and indexed by
author and subject.

SUBSCRIPTION RATES
Libraries and institutions $35.00
Individuals . $20.00

Back issue rates available upon request.

AFRICANA PUBLISHING COMPANY
A division of Holmes & Meier Publishers, Inc.
30 Irving Place, New Yorki N.Y. 10003
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WORSHIP AND FREEDOM : A black American Church in Zambia
Walton R. Johnson

About 1900, the African Methodist Episcopal Church became established
in southern and central Africa. This study examines the role of the church in
Zambia against the background of a white-dominated plural society and of
social change. £7.95

IAI Members £7.00

FOR MEN AND ELDERS: Change in the Relations of Generations and of
Men and Women among the Nyakyusa-Ngonde People 1875-1971

Monica Wilson
This volume completes - with a wealth of case material - Monica Wilson's
detailed study of the Nyakyusa-Ngonde people of Tanzania and Malawi.
The author examines the significant revolution in the status of the young
and of women in a society designed 'for men and elders'. £10.00

IAI Members £8.95
These volumes are available to North American readers through Africana Publishing
Company, Holmes and Meier Publishers, Inc., IUB Building, 30 Irving Place, New York,
N.Y. 10003, U.S.A.

IAI INTERNATIONAL AFRICAN INSTITUTE
210 High Holborn, London WC1V 7BW
Telephone: 01 -405 0351 Cable: Afrilac London WC1

savanna
A Journal of the Environmental and Social Sciences

VOLUME 6 NUMBER 2 (DECEMBER, 1 9 7 7 )

Religion in the West African Savanna
WALTER H. SANGREE Irigwe shrine houses
JEAN-CLAUDE MULLER The roofing of ritual huts among the Rukuba
EUGENE L. MENDOSA Sacrifice in Sisalaland
BRUCE T. GRINDAL A later life rite of passage among the Sisala
ROBERT LAUNAY The politics of innovation in Dyula Islam
RICHARD BRUCE Conversion amongst the Pyem
J. S. EADES Yoruba Baptists in northern Ghana
Other articles
N. M. GADZAMA Populations of adult mosquitoes at Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria
Comment
W. M. FREUND and R. W. SHENTON; J. S. HOGENDORN "Vent-for-Surplus" theory and

the economic history of West Africa
Reviews, Bibliography
SUBSCRIPTION RATES (TWO issues per annum, inclusive of postage)
Nigeria: Rate A (Personal) N 8.00

Rate B (Institutions) N 12.00
Other Countries: Rate C (Personal) £6.00 Sterling/$14.00

Rate D (Institutions) £10.00 Sterling/$23.00
Orders and enquiries to Administrative Secretary, Savanna, P.M.B. 5, Samaru, Zaria,
Nigeria. All cheques, money orders, etc. should be made payable to Ahmadu Bello Univer-
sity (Savanna Account). Overseas subscribers may pay into London or New York Accounts
on request to the Administrative Secretary, who will supply instructions.
Please note that subscriptions must be prepaid. Recognized Subscription Agents may
deduct 10 %.
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new from
THE KORSTEN BASKETMAKERS A STUDY OF THE MASOWE
APOSTLES, AN INDIGENOUS AFRICAN RELIGIOUS MOVEMENT Clive
M Dillon-Malone The African religious movement known as the
Masowe Apostles was founded among the Shona of Northern Rhodesia
around 1932, and by the time of Johane Masowe's death in 1973 had an
estimated following of over half a million. This book offers the first analysis
of the origins and development of the movement within the context of
white colonial domination, social upheaval and economic depression.
£7.50

CHURCH AND REVOLUTION IN RWANDA Ian Linden Of interest
to Africanists and Church historians alike, this book reveals Catholic social
teaching in practice and shows the stark realities behind the mystique of
'the first Catholic Kingdom in Africa.' illustrated £9.95

POLITICS IN AFRICA Dennis Austin An experienced student of
modern African politics presents a commonsense analysis of the ways in
which the newly independent governments have tried to adapt to their
own use the structures of power within the former colonial states, cloth
£7.50 paper £2.95

MANCHESTER UNIVERSITY PRESS Oxford Road Manchester M13 9PL
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INTERNATIONALES INTERNATIONAL QUARTERLY FOR

A S I E N F O R U M A S I A N S T U D I E S

Edited by D. Kantowsky and A.G. v. Waldburg-Zeil
in Connection with the most important German Institutes on Asian Affairs
(Contributions in English and German)

From the Contents of Volume 8/1977

A f g h a n i s t a n Landreform

B a n g l a d e s h Zur Realisierung des ersten Fiinfjahresplanes

Sprache und Religion im Konflikt zwischen ethnischen
Gruppen

V R C h i n a China und die EWG

I n d i e n Das Indian Institute of Technology Madras

Die Anti-Indira Wahlen

Zur Entwicklung der indischen Agrarproduktion

Traditionelle Formen der Ubertragung von Boden-
nutzungsrechten

J a p a n Wage Administration in Japan

N e p a l Zur okologischerv Situation des Himalaya

Distribution of Jats according to Settlement Altitudes

T h a i l a n d Regionalplanung

From Predominance to Participation: Recasting U.S. Role in Southern Asia

International Comparisons of the Development Features of Asian Countries

Konferenzberichte Reviews

Frequency: 2 Double Numbers Annually
Subscription Rate: DM 75, - + Postage (p.a.)
Single Orders: DM 38, - + Postage
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Syracuse University
African Studies Series

Latest Titles in the Series

XXVII.
Explorations in Quantitative African History

Joseph P. Smaldone, Editor (Bruce Fetter, James D. Graham,
David Henige, Robert A. Hess, Patrick Manning, William Schneider)

190 pp., $5.50

XXVIII.
Wildlife in Tanzanian Settlement Policy:

The Case of the Selous. Gordon Matzke.
125 pp., $4.50

XXIX.
On His Majesty's Service:

The Origin of Uganda's African Civil Service,
1912-1940. Nizar Motani.

86 pp., $4.00

For a complete publications list, write to Syracuse University,
Foreign and Comparative Studies Program, 119 College Place,

Syracuse, New York 13210
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New Books about AFRICA
The Design of Rural Development
Lessons from Africa
Uma Lele
"An informative, useful, highly realistic book, full of insights into problems of rural development and rich with
illustrations of typical pitfalls in efforts to accelerate agricultural change."—Journal of Development Economics

$14.00 hardcover; $3.95 paperback

I World Bank Country Economic Reports
New

Ivory Coast
The Challenge of Success
Basliaan A. den Tuinder
This report investigates the planned development behind the outstanding economic performance of the Ivory
Coast over the past twenty-five years and seeks to define new strategies for the challenges Ivorians now face in
eliminating gaps in income levels and opportunities. $25.00 hardcover; $7.95 paperback

Kenya
Into the Second Decade
John R. Burrows, coordinating author
This report examines the operation of Kenyan economy since independence in 1963 and suggests prescriptions to
further the country's development in its second decade. S20.00 hardcover: S6.95 paperback

Chad
Development Potential and Constraints
Richard M. Weslebbe, coordinating author
The considerable economic, social, and administrative problems of this African nation are brought to light in a
report that also makes suggestions for a fiscal reform program and the establishment of multiannual development
priorities. $6.00 paperback

Nigeria
Options for Long-Term Development
Wouter Tims, coordinating author
Based on an examination of major trends in Nigeria's economic development, the current position of the
economy, and prospects for the next decade, this report finds that Nigeria's future growth will continue to depend
on rural development. $15.00 hardcover; $6.00 paperback

Senegal
Tradition, Diversification, and Economic Development
Heinz Bachmann, coordinating author
Economic growth in Senegal, particularly its improved economic performance in recent years, as well as the
country's prospects and creditworthiness are the subjects of this report. $11.00 paperback

Lesotho
A Development Challenge
Willem Maane, coordinating author
Lesotho's economic development since gaining independence in 1966 is evaluated here, in light of constraints to
development, the nation's agricultural potential, and current and future employment and investment
opportunities. $4.75 paperback

Published by

Johns kttM Hopkins
The Johns Hopkins University Press • Baltimore, Maryland 21218
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THE JOURNAL OF MODERN AFRICAN STUDIES 

T h e Journal offers a quarter ly survey of politics, economics, and related topics in 
contemporary Afr ica . 

T h e ma in emphasis is upon the peoples a n d policies, the problems a n d progress 
o f this dynamic and disparate continent; upon the m a n y societies that are 
evolv ing rather than the essential characteristics o f the o l d ; u p o n the present, 
not on the more distant past. T h e best current work is sought from specialists 
in different academic disciplines, whose contributions c a n i l luminate and cross-
fertilise one another. 

T h e Journal seeks to p romote a deeper understanding o f w h a t is happen ing in 
Africa today. I t is intended for bo th the polit ical scientist and the pract ica l poli
t ician, the administrator and the advocate , the economist and the educator , the 
banker and the business man , the d ip lomat and the technocrat , the civil servant 
and the nationalist leader. A l l h a v e something to contr ibute to these pages and , 
it is hoped, m u c h to learn from them. 

Editorial pol icy avoids commi tmen t to any poli t ical v iewpoin t or ideology, 
whether imperial ism, pan-Africanism, capital ism, socialism, or nat ional ism. Such 
concepts, however , have relevance to the modern Afr ican situation, and meri t 
serious discussion, often from several different points o f v iew, in order that 
controversial issues m a y be fairly examined. 

Contr ibutors o f accepted articles will be asked to assign their copyr ight , on cer tain 
conditions, to C am br i dge Universi ty Press, to help protect their mater ial , par t i 
cular ly in the U . S . A . 

© C a m b r i d g e Univers i ty Press 1978 

For permission to reproduce material from The Journal of Modern African Studies, 
please apply to the C ambr idge or N e w Y o r k office o f C a m b r i d g e Univers i ty Press. 

I S I T e a r Service, 325 Ches tnut Street, Phi ladelphia , Pennsylvania 19106 , 
U . S . A . is authorised to supply single copies o f separate articles for pr ivate use only . 

Printed in Great Britain at the University Press, Cambridge 
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